Invented, designed and manufactured in Europe. We want to emphasize this fact because we are proud that our upholstered panels are Polish products. However, this obliges us to special care for the quality of our products. We are trying to meet these expectations. Before the panel goes into the hands of the customer, it undergoes several processes and production tests.

Manufacturer:

Stegu sp. z o.o.
46-424 Jełowa, ul. Dworcowa 8
tel: +48 77 421 12 24, fax 77 469 84 18
e-mail: info@stegu.com
www.stegu.com

Offer dedicated to retail chains and the traditional market.
Unlimited possibilities to create space thanks to new products not only for home

We provide professional and comprehensive solutions in the field of original interior decoration and wall finishing in private homes, offices, restaurants and cafes, commercial spaces and investments.

To meet the very dynamic needs of the interior market, a completely new product line was created - decorative upholstered mollis® panels.

Upholstered mollis® panels will be available on the traditional market and in selected retail chains. The mollis® line is a finishing touch and an original alternative to soft wall decoration.

The standard offer includes upholstered panels in several variants and colors that are designed and developed especially for the needs of cooperation with the selected retail chain.
The full range of advantages of the new products from the DIY line dedicated to every interior

The mollis® product line consists of modern decorative panels that are available in several shapes and sizes. Upholstered patterns arranged on the wall give the interior a cozy and unique color atmosphere with 3D effect. Quick DIY assembly allows for efficient application without a specialist’s help.

mollis® products are refined in every inch and very aesthetically finished. They were made of high quality materials supplied by certified producers. The standard offer includes four product lines in three types of fabric.

The main advantages of mollis® upholstered panels:

Specially selected fabrics and decors
Perfectly finished details
Preservation of full aesthetics on each side
Proven technological solutions
High-quality base materials

DIY
Self assembly
Acoustic insulation
Variety of configurations
Hydrophobic coating
Easy to clean
Well insulation

Eco friendly materials
Animal-friendly
Wide range of colours
Simple and quick assembly
Additional accessories
Pleasant to touch
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Charakterystyka produktu spełnia wymagania FDA Produkty Spożywcze 21 CFR 175.105 - Kleje

Wybierając język dla utworzonego dokumentu, należy uwzględnić poprawność i naturalność przetłumaczonego tekstu. Uwaga na język i gramatykę, aby zapewnić płynne czytanie.
Certified, the highest quality materials are excellent product parameters

The mollis® upholstered panels are made of highly quality materials provided by certified producers, which translates into high quality of the product.

The advantages of our products include:

1. Primary raw materials (wood) responsibly sourced managed sources (FSC® certified)
2. Low formaldehyde content in MDF boards
3. High-quality polyurethane foam with increased density improves acoustics and significantly reduces the flammability of the product
4. Acoustic insulation 70%
5. Ecological glue for gluing the material
6. Tree Friendly Packaging - ecological packaging made of recycled cardboard
7. Fabrics with increased technical parameters
8. Fixed gross dimensions and precise finishing of details
9. Colors created in cooperation with architects and specialists in the interior design industry
10. A large base of inspiration, visuals
A multitude of pattern options and combinations

We offer complete freedom in joining panels from a given collection both in terms of shape and color. We give our clients the possibility of their own invention and unlimited creativity when creating an interior.

Thanks to mollis® panels, each space will become unique and special. The free possibility of combining various elements and shades gives huge possibilities of using panels not only at home, but also in office and commercial interiors.
We invite you to familiarize yourself with our new line of upholstered products. Introduction to the mollis® collection shopping offer significantly diversified and enriched our existing product portfolio.
mollis® panels are made of flexible, dense polyurethane foam which gives them the right shape, softness and unique acoustic properties. mollis® products have a high ratio of sound absorption. They are perfect wherever you need to improve the interior acoustics and where there is a problem with echo, reverberation or unnecessary noise.

Studies show that covering 20-30% of walls with panels in a room where there is a problem with reverberation can really work wonders. It gets much quieter in the interior, sound reflections are significantly reduced, and the room itself begins to look much more cozy.
The mollis® products are a quick and easy to apply - DO IT YOURSELF

The installation of the mollis® soft panels is simple, fast and clean. You can do it yourself without any problem. A clear message for the end customer is: IT’S SO EASY.
Installation of mollis® wall panels is simple, fast and clean. You can easily do it yourself in a few minutes.

For the application of panels, we recommend a dedicated mollis® assembly adhesive, which has a high initial gluing strength and has a strong bond after curing.

Instructions for self-assembly of panels with mounting adhesive

1. Prepare the assembly tools: glue, pencil, level and ruler.
2. Gently unpack the panel from the foil so as not to damage the product.
3. We recommend that you make a test layout of panels on the floor or draw guide lines on the wall.
4. Use a dry cloth to clean the back of the panel from speck. Next, apply glue to the panel at intervals of about 25 cm.
5. Glue the panel in place, pressing it lightly. Remember to precisely fit it in the corners.

When laying panels on the wall, it is worth paying attention to the uniform direction of the fabric weave.

Instructions for self-assembly of panels with Velcro tapes or pads

As an alternative to mounting glue, we also recommend high adhesion Velcro tapes or pads.

Assembly has never been this easy! An additional advantage of such installation is the ability to change the position of the panels at any time without trouble and damaging the wall.

1. Prepare assembly tools: Velcro tapes or pads, pencil, cutter, level and ruler.
2. Gently unpack the panel from the foil so as not to damage the product.
3. We recommend that you make a test layout of panels on the floor or draw guide lines on the wall.
4. Dry wipe the gluing surface and then glue the tape or Velcro evenly to the panel at intervals of about 25 cm with the white side.
5. Glue the panel in a suitable place on the wall, pressing it lightly.
6. If you are making a headrest on a laminated board, glue the panel in a suitable place on the board and press tightly.

The use of Velcro facilitates quick disassembly of the panels.
Assembly instruction for the panels is clear, simple and navigates the user step by step during work.

A separate product insert with basic information about the series and instructions on how to apply the products is dedicated to each line of upholstered mollis® panels.
A wide range of applications decorative upholstered panels

mollis® upholstered panels are a great solution in various types of living quarters or utility. It will provide both as a decoration, as well as sound protection and thermal insulation of the wall.
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Upholstered panels
mollis.collection
Complementary product offer 2020

We focus on free choice, diversity and individual approach in interior styling. The combinations are limitless.

The range of mollis® products is primarily an interesting shape and color which, when properly combined in composition, will perfectly present themselves in any interior.
We offer a wide range of product combinations, their shapes, lengths and colors.

The mollis® line is a modern, practical and user-neutral product, resistant to the passage of time, UV rays and daily use. Its aesthetic value and acoustic advantages will probably be appreciated by interior designers and architects. We encourage you to familiarize yourself with our standard offer.
The colours of the panels are perfectly composed palettes and fashionable seasonal shades

A common feature of all mollis® products is the original colour scheme. We have worked for a long time over a new colour palette. We wanted it to be unique and to become the showcase of this creative brand.

The strong point is matching colours. Most of them can be combined. Even unobvious connections match. The secret lies in the recipes of individual colours. At first glance, it is very "unobvious", different than the sets of colours we are used to. However, it convinces with its originality, surprising melange and small nuances. In addition, we offer tasteful melange and a unique palette of printed fabrics.

The best way to choose colours is to see them live. At your disposal we have colour templates that contain samples of the actual colour that we apply to our panels.
MELANGE

The mollis® MELANGE series consists of upholstered panels in simple shapes – square, rectangle and triangle. Available in several colours and three formats. Each element can be arranged vertically, horizontally or in any combination. Product dimensions in series: 30 x 30, 60 x 30. The individual elements of each collection are designed to form an original and uniform pattern when put together. They fit perfectly with mollis® LONGUE panels of the same color.

List of series elements and sample arrangement of elements.
Products can be bought individually per piece. They can be combined into ready-made compositions and patterns.

MELANGE STANDARD 30
MELANGE STANDARD 30T
MELANGE STANDARD 60
MELANGE MIX 30/15
MELANGE MIX 30/60

Products can be bought individually per piece. They can be combined into ready-made compositions and patterns - 2 colors.

MELANGE DUO COLOR_4T
MELANGE DUO COLOR_8T

Products can be bought individually per piece. They can be combined into ready-made compositions and patterns - 4 colors.

MELANGE MIX COLOR_4T
MELANGE MIX COLOR_8T
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Sample of ready-made composition - 4 colors. MELANGE MIX COLOR_4T - 01
Sample of ready-made composition - 4 colors. MELANGE MIX COLOR_4T - 02
Sample of ready-made composition - 4 colors. MELANGE MIX COLOR_4T - 03
Sample of ready-made composition - 4 colors. MELANGE MIX COLOR_4T - 04
MELANGE PLUS

The mollis® MELANGE PLUS series consists of upholstered panels in simple shapes – square, triangle, rectangle and beam. Available in several colours and seven formats. The individual elements of each collection are designed to form an original and uniform pattern when put together.

600 mm

300 mm

37 mm

300 mm / 600 mm

300 mm / 600 mm

37 mm

300 mm / 600 mm

Coming soon on offer!

List of series elements and sample arrangement of elements.
Products can be bought individually per piece. They can be combined into ready-made compositions and patterns.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MELANGE PLUS 30</th>
<th>MELANGE PLUS MIX 60/15</th>
<th>MELANGE PLUS MIX 30/15</th>
<th>MELANGE PLUS MIX 30/60</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MELANGE PLUS 30T</td>
<td>MELANGE PLUS 60</td>
<td>MELANGE PLUS MIX 60/15</td>
<td>MELANGE PLUS MIX 30/15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MELANGE PLUS MIX</td>
<td>MELANGE PLUS MIX 60/15</td>
<td>MELANGE PLUS MIX 30/15</td>
<td>MELANGE PLUS MIX 30/60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Products can be bought individually per piece. They can be combined into ready-made compositions and patterns.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MELANGE PLUS 60</th>
<th>MELANGE PLUS 30T</th>
<th>MELANGE PLUS MIX 60/30/15</th>
<th>MELANGE PLUS 15/60</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MELANGE PLUS 60T</td>
<td>MELANGE PLUS 30T</td>
<td>MELANGE PLUS MIX 60/30/15</td>
<td>MELANGE PLUS 15/60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MELANGE PLUS MIX 60/30/15</td>
<td>MELANGE PLUS MIX 60/30/15</td>
<td>MELANGE PLUS MIX 60/30/15</td>
<td>MELANGE PLUS MIX 60/30/15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LONGUE

The mollis® LONGUE series consists of upholstered panels in simple oblong shapes. Available in several colours and one format. Product dimensions in series: 15x60. The individual elements of each collection are designed to form an original and uniform pattern when put together. They fit perfectly with mollis® MELANGE panels of the same color.

List of series elements and sample arrangement of elements.
Products can be bought individually per piece. They can be combined into ready-made compositions and patterns.

LONGUE STANDARD 15

LONGUE DUO COLOR 15

LONGUE MIX COLOR 15
Sample of ready-made composition - 2 colors.
LONGUE DUO COLOR_2 - 01

Sample of ready-made composition - 2 colors.
LONGUE DUO COLOR_2 - 02

Sample of ready-made composition - 2 colors.
LONGUE DUO COLOR_2 - 03

Sample of ready-made composition - 2 colors.
LONGUE DUO COLOR_2 - 04

Sample of ready-made composition - 2 colors.
LONGUE DUO COLOR_2 - 05

Sample of ready-made composition - 2 colors.
LONGUE DUO COLOR_2 - 06

Sample of ready-made composition - 2 colors.
LONGUE DUO COLOR_2 - 07

Sample of ready-made composition - 2 colors.
LONGUE DUO COLOR_2 - 08
Sample of ready-made composition - 4 colors.
LONGUE MIX COLOR_4 - 01

Sample of ready-made composition - 4 colors.
LONGUE MIX COLOR_4 - 02

Sample of ready-made composition - 4 colors.
LONGUE MIX COLOR_4 - 03

Sample of ready-made composition - 4 colors.
LONGUE MIX COLOR_4 - 04
LONGUE PLUS

The mollis® LONGUE PLUS series consists of upholstered panels in simple oblong shapes. Available in several colours and four formats. Product dimensions in series: 15 x 30, 15 x 60, 15 x 90, 30 x 60. The individual elements of each collection are designed to form an original and uniform pattern when put together.

---

900 mm  600 mm  300 mm  37 mm

150 mm

300 mm

Coming soon on offer!

List of series elements and sample arrangement of elements.
Products can be bought individually per piece. They can be combined into ready-made compositions and patterns.

LONGUE PLUS 30
LONGUE PLUS 60
LONGUE PLUS 90
LONGUE PLUS 30/90

Products can be bought individually per piece. They can be combined into ready-made compositions and patterns - 2 shapes.

LONGUE PLUS MIX 15/30/90
Products can be bought individually per piece. They can be combined into ready-made compositions and patterns.

- LONGUE PLUS 60
- LONGUE PLUS 90

- LONGUE PLUS MIX 30/60/90

- LONGUE PLUS MIX 15/30/90
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HEXAGO

The mollis® HEXAGO series consists of upholstered panels with a characteristic hexagonal shape. Available in several colours and two formats. Each element can be arranged vertically or horizontally. Product dimensions in series: 30 x 35, 15 x 35. The individual elements of each collection are designed to form an original and uniform pattern when put together.

List of series elements and sample arrangement of elements.
Products can be bought individually per piece. They can be combined into ready-made compositions and patterns.

- HEXAGO STANDARD
- HEXAGO 1/2
- HEXAGO MIX STANDARD+1/2

- HEXAGO MIX COLOR
- HEXAGO 1/2
- HEXAGO MIX STANDARD+1/2
The mollis® ABIES series consists of upholstered panels in very characteristic shapes, arranged with original herringbone, oblique or zigzag patterns. Available in several colours and six formats in left and right versions. Each element can be arranged vertically, horizontally or in any combination.
Products can be bought individually per piece. They can be combined into ready-made compositions and patterns.

- ABIES 15/30
- ABIES_MIX 15/30+30/45
- ABIES_T 15/30
- ABIES 30/45

Products can be bought individually per piece.

- ABIES_MIX 15/30+30/45
mollis print collection
it’s original and unique
dedicated design
or exclusively

The range of mollis® decorative panels includes unique propositions of a series of fabrics made in modern technology of sublimation printing. Specially developed, individual design products allows you to create a unique collection of decors available only in one retail chain.

It is a dedicated solution and prevents competition and the possibility of forging a given pattern. An additional advantage of this line is a fixed price regardless of the design and the possibility of easy execution of seasonal decors fashionable in a given year in the global interior design.
Coming soon on offer!
Sample set of printed decors - patchwork 01

Sample set of printed decors - patchwork 02
Sample set of printed decors - patchwork 03

Sample set of printed decors - patchwork 04
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Sample set of printed decors - patchwork 07

Sample set of printed decors - patchwork 08
Upholstered wall in a few simple steps - DO IT YOURSELF!

Decorative upholstered panels are a fashionable and original wall decoration. It is also a very fast and effective decorative procedure that you can do yourself in a few minutes.

1. Mark the working field on the wall. You can trace the lines gently with a pencil.
2. Prepare panels and mounting accessories in accordance with the instructions. You have a choice of two simple types of application – mounting glue or Velcro.
3. Put the chosen pattern on the wall.

After the finishing stage, it is worth gently “combing” the fabric structure with a dry cloth or brush for a better effect. All set up!
Responsible and attentive brand policy
mollis. tree friendly packaging

Consequent organic policy, along with high quality products and safety is a key element of business activity of our company. As part of implementing the company’s environmental policy, the most optimal packaging technology for the environment was selected, which is characterized by:

- less use of paper, adhesives, paints and energy
- use of recyclable materials

In the production of new ecological packaging are used:

- recycled cardboard
- primary raw materials from responsibly managed sources (FSC® certified)

Thanks to eco technologies we save 1615 tress a year
Packaging

Our mollis® upholstered panels are sold in uniform packaging with print. They have a neat, aesthetic and Scandinavian look. Their ecological character is not only design, but also a pro-ecological activity for the protection of trees, permanently inscribed in the company’s mission.

The packaging line of mollis® products is designed in a minimalist and modern style. We are constantly working to improve our packaging system in the context of ecology and the maximum use of recycled materials.

Standard packaging of the product

- Transparent packaging made of biodegradable foil with the paper sticker
- Product
- Series label with a product label attache
- Universal series insert with instructions

The packaging of mollis® panels is made of a special eco cardboard with 2 colour print.

An example of a packaging on a pallet
Packaging logistics and coding

Produkty mollis® sprzedawane są pojedynczo opakowane w folię, ze stosowną etykietą produktową. Kartonowe opakowania zbiorcze na pojedyncze sztuki produktu zawierają 7 sztuk produktu.

W ofercie standardowej obowiązują kartony zbiorcze w kilku formatach dostosowanych do wielkości znajdujących się w nich produktów.

mollis® bulk packaging contains 7 or 16 pieces of a product and are constructed in such a way that the top of the carton is a separate element that can be easily removed. This solution perfectly exposes the product, allows you to maintain a neat order in the rack and allows you to purchase full bulk packaging.

mollis® with the detached upper flap
The box contains 7 or 16 pieces of the product in individual packages - foil + label + insert

mollis® labels are legible and contain all necessary information about the product: series name, size, color, m², weight and EAN code

Standard labels come in a fixed dimension. They are attached to each product and bulk packaging in a designated place.
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Display in a retail chain with standardization

The mollis® offer is closely related to the interior design and finishing. Today wall panels are popular decorative elements that are eagerly purchased by consumers all around the world.

The mollis® brand as a new brand on the market is characterized by a very aesthetic outdoor setting that strongly identifies it. Customers “buy it with their eyes” and attach more and more attention to product added values, such as the form of exposure, packaging and first visual impression.

The sphere dedicated to the B2C option in the network is maintained very much in a modern design convention. The colors are neutral with strong accents of red and white, enriched with excellent arrangement and lifestyle photos. With an addition of practical information, non-trivial forms of eco-type packaging and an inspiration zone with a touch screen with product presentation.

The most important image component at the sale point is aesthetic exposure that shows the possibility of positioning the pattern. Customers “buy with their eyes” a ready solution and it is not recommended to show products separately without the context of the entire design because it does not stimulate the recipient’s imaginations at all.

Other colors and arrangements should be presented at the entry or in other spots in the store on free standing expositors.

The mollis® offer is displayed in a very aesthetic and innovative way. The purpose of this type of product display is to definitely move away from the standard, not a subtle chain exhibition for greater elegance, inspiration and encouraging the customer to buy a ready-made wall decoration solution.

The mollis® brand has a very aesthetic display that clearly distinguishes it from other competitors’ products. The sphere dedicated to the B2C option in the network is maintained in a modern design convention. The colors are neutral enriched with excellent arrangement and lifestyle photos.

The addition is practical information, original forms of eco packaging and inspiration zone with catalogs.
Complementary DIY products

Extras and accessories for mounting mollis® wall panels are complementary products for basic products, such as upholstered elements. The range of complementary products is consistent in terms of image and, in a natural way, makes it easier for buyers to decide with IT'S SO EASY message.

We offer 3 options for installing mollis® panels:
- special, colourless assembly adhesive,
- Velcro tape or strong Velcro fastener with glue.

Mounting adhesive
It is a colourless, colourless and quick-setting glue dedicated especially for mollis® wall panels.

Velcro-type fastening
It is a strong mounting tape enabling quick assembly of the panel to the wall.

Velcro-type fastening with glue
These are Velcro-type fastening tapes with one-sided adhesive, which is enough to put on the panel, peel off the protective foil and then fix it in the right place to the wall.

Complementary products mollis® with branding.
Additional accessories

To meet today’s expectations and needs of clients a line of small complementary gadgets has been created. Additional accessories from the mollis® brand are another supplement to the product offer with practical measuring and design accessories.

Additional accessories include products such as fabric templates, practical notebooks for drawing patterns, A4 notebooks, wall templates, tape measures, measuring lines, contours, rulers, adhesive tapes, scissors, writing items, as well as aesthetic work outfits.
Advertising materials

The image-related and substantive frame of the mollis® panels is a full package of various materials and solutions that strongly promote and support the brand.

The mollis® brand focuses on original, interesting solutions for the interior design industry, original design, new decorative solutions and an extraordinary way promoting the brand in the minds of end customers.

Printed materials are characterized by originality, substantial content-inspirational dose, and a very aesthetic and stylish design. The mollis® line is a fashionable, new, fresh brand with a touch of modern design for everyone. It stimulates the MUST HAVE effect and it is worth having it in the product portfolio.

Examples of mollis® printed elements and brochures. All materials are characterized by visual integrity and high aesthetics.
mollis website

The mollis® brand will be very strongly promoted on the Internet and in social media. The official website www.molis-design.com will have the character of a modern information service that will familiarize customers with products and their benefits in a friendly and legible way.

1. STRONG DESIGN
Graphic design is the first thing a user encounters. It has friendly colors, thought-out graphics and the whole message very consistent in image. All graphic elements and visualizations are characterized by high-quality design as well as elegant and stylish character.

2. TRANSPARENCY AND KEY INFORMATION
The site is transparent, it is not overloaded with a lot of information elements. It contains very legible information and is very simple and intuitive in reception. The information content is ideally suited to the expectations of future users.

3. FUNCTIONALITY
Particular attention should be paid to the functionality of the site. The so-called “three click method” is crucial. According to this rule, the user should be able to get to any information of interest to him on the site in a maximum of three clicks, navigating from the main page through a maximum of three subpages.

4. TECHNICAL ADVANTAGES
Intuitive navigation, responsiveness, page loading speed, data security, the ability to download 3D solids.

For more information and inspiration, please visit www.mollis-design.com
mollis.mix application

The mollis® brand message includes practical advice on a wide range of product application and assembly, as well as a lot of design inspiration.

One of the strongest tools to support upholstered products from the mollis® line is the mollis®mix application, created to design your own decor. It is intuitive and very easy to use. It allows to design quickly any combination of panels on a wall with specific dimensions. In addition, the application allows you to make an accurate shopping list and estimated calculation.